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1 Introduction 

The field of software development has experienced a push towards ever faster software 

releases (Hüttermann, 2012). With the need to release software faster to the market, the 

concern rises of how to facilitate quality controls like security at such a development 

pace. DevOps’ software development methodology rose to enable faster software re-

lease cycles. Later, DevSecOps has become popular as an extension of DevOps to ena-

ble security to keep up with this new development speed. In this thesis, we attempt to 

understand the current sentiments towards DevSecOps and its experienced usefulness to 

both development and security teams. We strive to understand the experienced benefits 

and drawbacks of DevSecOps and any potential challenges teams face when implement-

ing it. Furthermore, we investigate the differences in experienced DevSecOps challeng-

es between security and development personnel. Finally, we look at the implemented 

solutions for these challenges and explore how well they manage to mitigate them. 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. After this introduction, we familiarize our-

selves with how the current software development climate came to be. We discuss the 

methodology of DevOps and the reasons it is widely used today. Next, we discuss 

DevSecOps and how it expands on DevOps by bringing security much earlier into the 

development process. We explore its basic concepts and why it is seen as the next evo-

lutionary step of DevOps. Subsequently, we discuss the existing literature on 

DevSecOps, which we divide into four themes, tools, practices, infrastructure, and peo-

ple. Implementing DevSecOps comes with its own set of challenges. These experienced 

challenges are the focus of this thesis. Next, we discuss the study portion of this thesis. 

We designed and conducted an online questionnaire to understand the current senti-

ments towards DevSecOps and the challenges teams face when implementing it. In to-

tal, we had 37 participants from both development and security personnel. After the 

study portion, we analyze the results, make comparisons between different groups and 

investigate the consistency of participants’ answers. Next, we have a discussion section 

to explore any interesting points from our results and self-examine the study’s success. 

Finally, we summarize to encapsulate our findings. 
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2 DevOps 

This section discusses the major shift of software development from the old waterfall 

model to the more agile methodologies. Subsequently, we go through why the method-

ology of DevOps was developed. We investigate what DevOps is, how it can be imple-

mented and how it is being used to facilitate today’s faster development pace. Finally, 

we raise the issue of security keeping up with the new software development methods. 

2.1 The rise of DevOps 

Releasing software into the market requires multiple processes, steps, and techniques. 

The traditional model for software management is the waterfall model (Royce, 1987). It 

is a linear and sequential model consisting of five phases: requirements, design, imple-

mentation, verification, and maintenance. In the first phase of requirements, both func-

tional and non-functional requirements are considered and documented. Costs and time-

lines are agreed upon with the client. Finally, other assumptions and dependencies are 

addressed. Following that, detailed designs for the software are created in the design 

phase, including the topology, integration points, traffic estimations, and the project’s 

scope. The design needs to be clear enough so that the implementation team can create 

the described software correctly. Next is the implementation phase, where coders create 

the commissioned software according to the design documents. In the verification 

phase, testers test the finished software to ensure it meets the expectations detailed in 

the documentation. Finally, when the software is finished according to the set expecta-

tions, it moves to the maintenance phase, where new versions may be updated. These 

five phases follow one another chronologically, and the next phase starts only when the 

previous one has been completed.  

Since most things regarding the software are already decided in the first two phases, it 

makes changing or adding anything to the software very difficult (Hüttermann, 2012). 

The software would need to move back to the first two phases, and new agreements and 

contracts would have to be drawn and agreed upon by all parties before once again go-

ing through the phases. Meaning change requests slow down development. Further-

more, an essential thing to note is that organizations using the waterfall model have sep-

arate teams performing different phases (Hüttermann, 2012). There are dedicated teams 

for planning, coding, testing, and production management. Dividing the work this way 
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does not encourage tight communication or collaboration and can result in less efficient 

development. This divide also increases the risk of miscommunication since documen-

tation can be unclear or contain mistakes.  

For the reasons mentioned in the previous paragraph, the waterfall model was too slow 

as a model. Needs may change during development, so enabling continuous code 

changes became increasingly in demand. The need for an alternative to waterfall’s 

heavyweight and documentation-driven software development model gave birth to the 

Agile methodology in 2001 (Gokarna & Singh, 2021). In Agile, the goal is to facilitate 

continuous code changes by combining designers, coders, testers, and quality assurance 

teams into a single development team (Koch, 2004). As the name suggests, the newer 

model is more agile than the waterfall. The agility is achieved by having the previously 

separated designers, coders, and testers in a single team working in close communica-

tion. In Agile, development teams have rapid software development cycles, commonly 

known as sprints. After every sprint, teams receive feedback from different stakeholders 

to confirm or change development direction (Koch, 2004). 

 

Figure 1: Conflict of interests between development and operations teams (Hüttermann, 

2012) 

So, the development team is enabled with Agile to create new features faster and change 

the planned features as needed. However, though the development team can be fast-

paced and agile, the same cannot be said about processes between the development and 

operations teams (Hüttermann, 2012). For development, the goal is to release exciting 
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new features, fix bugs, and accelerate the development speed to keep up with the mar-

ket’s new trends. On the other hand, the goal of operations is to ensure stability and reli-

ability, minimize abrupt changes, and enhance performance, in other words, to maintain 

smooth operations (Figure 1). This dynamic creates a new set of issues. When work is 

divided in this manner, each team is incentivized to be concerned only about their own 

goals, not the common ones. These goals of rapidly creating new features and ensuring 

stability compete with each other, so conflicts between development and operations 

arise (Hüttermann, 2012).  

2.2 Bridge between Development and Operations 

DevOps was created to address these natural conflicts. DevOps bridges the gap between 

development and operations (Hüttermann, 2012). DevOps is an extension of the previ-

ously mentioned Agile methodology. However, it encompasses both development and 

operations teams to improve their collaboration and communication (IEEE, 2021). The 

idea is to share ownership of the whole software development lifecycle (SDLC). This 

aligns with the interests of both teams since the teams share the processes from planning 

to deployment and maintenance, requiring continuous tight collaboration and sharing of 

one common goal. As a result, the speed of the entire SDLC is increased (Hüttermann, 

2012). 

The change described in the previous paragraph makes it possible to experiment with 

new solutions, techniques, processes, or new ways of working in a lightweight fashion. 

By gathering analytics from these experiments, teams can find what solutions suit their 

needs the best (Bird, 2016). When trying to achieve speed, automation becomes essen-

tial. One key concept used to enable this fast-paced and experimental software devel-

opment is CI/CD pipelines (Claps et al., 2015). Continuous integration (CI) is the prac-

tice of frequently merging the codes of all the developers working on the same software. 

Continuous delivery (CD) means that when code changes are done, they can be built, 

tested, and taken into production automatically. This automation is achieved with a 

CI/CD pipeline, a set of tools and processes that perform an automated series of steps 

and quality controls, thus streamlining the software delivery and release process.  

Figure 2 displays the typical DevOps work cycle split into development and operations 

phases. The development phases are planning, coding, building, and testing. The Opera-

tions phases are releasing, deploying, operating, and monitoring. Any new feature, 
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meaning new software code or a code change, is first planned, and the definition of 

done (DoD) is agreed upon (Hüttermann, 2012). DoD is the set of goals for the new 

feature. Requirements are created, and dependencies are checked. The feature is then 

coded, and the coding can be done by multiple software developers simultaneously. In 

the build phase, continuous integration (CI) tools merge these codes from all the devel-

opers (Ebert et al., 2016). Tools check the code for errors and that the merged version is 

functional. Afterwards, if the build is successful, testing is performed for the release 

candidate version. Automated acceptance tests are run to check that the code meets the 

DoD requirements set during planning, in other words, that the code had the wanted 

effect on the software. Further tests are also run, like security and performance tests, to 

catch any security or performance issues. 

 

Figure 2: DevOps cycle (Arulkumar & Lathamanju, 2019) 

When a software version passes the tests, it can be released on the operations side. A 

release means that the software version is made available to use (Hüttermann, 2012). 

And again, parts of the release process can be automated to speed up the process. Fol-

lowing that is deployment, where the released version is installed in an environment. 

Infrastructure as code (IaC) is utilized in the deployment process. IaC manages the sys-

tem infrastructure with a descriptive model, which is a set of rules that automatically 

creates the same environment every time (Ebert et al., 2016). Automating these deploy-

ment steps frees a lot of time and resources that would otherwise be needed to maintain 

and update different environments. The operating phase is for maintaining the software 

in production, seeking to catch and react to any potential issues before they escalate 

with customer feedback loops, tools that detect disturbances, and automated alerts. Fi-
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nally, the environment is continuously monitored. Also, information and analytics are 

collected on detected errors, user behavior, and performance. These statistics can then 

be used to make potential new changes. And so, the cycle begins anew. 

Implementing DevOps has multiple advantages. The field of software development is 

rapidly evolving with techniques like automation, continuous integration and delivery, 

containerization, and cloud services. Organizations using DevOps are more equipped to 

explore these new options quickly and to choose the ones that work the best, outper-

forming the competition that is moving at a slower pace. According to Puppet Labs’ 

yearly report about the state of DevOps that surveys thousands of IT workers globally 

(Forsgren, 2015), organizations with a high-level implementation of DevOps experience 

60 times fewer failures than organizations implementing DevOps less or not at all. They 

also recover 168 times faster from failures when they do occur. Furthermore, they have 

30 times faster deployment times and 200 times shorter lead times (Brown et al., 2020).  

However, DevOps has potential downsides. It is worth keeping in mind that implement-

ing DevOps can be expensive due to the significant changes in tools, techniques, cul-

ture, and experimentations that may not pay off. Also, the considerable benefits of 

DevOps mentioned above can be seen in organizations with a high level of implementa-

tion (Forsgren, 2015). If the implementation level is lower, the benefits of DevOps are 

significantly lowered as well. 

All of this may look great at first glance. However, it raises questions on how to proper-

ly secure features released at such a high speed. Organizations must ensure that they are 

not achieving faster development times at the cost of security and compliance, putting 

the organization and its customers at risk in exchange for momentary gains. 

2.3 Need for agile security 

The velocity of software development has greatly increased over the years and contin-

ues increasing today thanks to the faster-paced models like Agile and DevOps (Bird, 

2016; Hüttermann, 2012). Yet security has not kept up with the speed of new develop-

ment models (Ahmed & Francis, 2019). There are several reasons for this. Firstly, pro-

cesses done by security professionals to ensure a system’s security take time to do cor-

rectly. Security testing done with haste may lead to severe vulnerabilities remaining 

unnoticed. Consequently, a vulnerability can end up in production, where it could be 
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exploited.  

Secondly, since adopting the faster software development models, the emphasis has 

shifted from the waterfall model’s approach of carefully planning and designing every-

thing out before starting coding to prioritizing working functionalities (Bird, 2016). 

With the rush of trying to be the first to market, teams need to optimize their use of 

time, cutting down on tasks like planning and documentation that delay or take time 

away from coding. Carefully documenting something that may be changed the next day 

entirely is seen as a waste of time. Reducing documenting time means a project’s docu-

mentation can be lacking, outdated, or nonexistent. However, many security processes 

need sufficient software documentation, like architecture, environment, and dependency 

descriptions. What makes things even more difficult is that the plan is changing all the 

time, leaving security teams feeling unsure of when and how they should get involved 

in making sure the software being developed is secure (Bird, 2016).  

So, some see security as a damper on the speed of modern software development 

(Tomas et al., 2019). At the same time, it cannot be skipped, done poorly, or ignored. 

Only when all phases and processes needed for a software release are fast enough, it is 

possible to call the whole release chain fast.  

3 DevSecOps 

DevSecOps, or SecDevOps as it is also called, was created to address the issue of secu-

rity processes and techniques being too slow for DevOps’ needs. DevSecOps is usually 

seen as an extension of DevOps. DevSecOps is the term to describe the inclusion of 

security in DevOps in a manner that can keep up with the velocity of DevOps (Ahmed 

& Francis, 2019; Myrbakken & Colomo-Palacios, 2017; Tomas et al., 2019). This is 

achieved in the following way. Where DevOps has enabled the operations team to be 

involved in all development phases, DevSecOps does the same for the security team. 

DevSecOps involves the security team, its tools, processes, and techniques from the 

very beginning of the development cycle. Applying security early in the software deliv-

ery lifecycle is also known as shifting security to the left (Bird, 2016; Brown et al., 

2020). Next, we look at how security can be weaved into each DevOps phase instead of 

only being thought of in the testing phase before a software release.  
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3.1 Implementing DevSecOps 

Now that we are familiar with the typical DevOps cycle let us examine what types of 

security activities can be introduced to each software development phase to implement 

DevSecOps. Figure 3 illustrates the different security activities of these phases. 

 

 

Figure 3: Security activities in DevOps cycle, adapted from (Arulkumar & Lathamanju, 

2019) 

First, security considerations should be thought of already in the plan and design phases 

to ensure the concept of shifting security to the left mentioned previously (Bird, 2016). 

This can be achieved by having an information security expert involved during planning 

sessions. However, there are usually not enough security experts to go around for each 

team. To fill this gap, developers themselves must have security knowledge to identify 

potential threats that should be avoided during development. By having developers take 

secure coding training, they can learn to identify potential security issues. They can then 

ask for further input and guidance from the security experts. For this communication to 

be effective, developers must be able to contact security experts easily and with a very 

low threshold (Ahmed & Francis, 2019). Direct and easily accessible communication is 
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vital to enhance collaboration between the teams. In addition to training and infosec 

experts being involved in the planning phase, deeper security risk assessments should be 

done by using, for example, threat modeling. Before even beginning to code, it is vital 

to think about the potential security risk factors and how they could be mitigated. For 

instance, teams should think about cloud security considerations when moving an al-

ready existing service to the cloud. Finally, different companies have different security 

policies. Some of these policies are mandatory by law, for example, GDPR. They 

should be taken into account already in the planning phase to ensure they are being ap-

propriately followed (Bird, 2016). 

In the coding phase, teams ensure security by implementing the learned secure coding 

practices like input validation, encoding, authentication controls, utilizing frameworks 

with security features and libraries known to be secure (Bird, 2016). Another way to 

heighten secure coding practices is to perform pair programming or peer code reviews. 

Developers should be encouraged to find errors and, in return, have their codes checked 

by others. This co-creation promotes shared responsibility and can improve the overall 

security (Bird, 2016). Having mandatory code reviews helps to ensure that no piece of 

code can be pushed into production by just one person. Peer reviews can also act as fur-

ther secure coding training for the developers. 

With continuous integration (CI) in place, developers are meant to develop in small 

spurts and frequently build, test, and merge their codes with others. Security tools for 

automated security testing can be added to this process (Rangnau et al., 2020). So, when 

a developer has coded something and wishes to merge it, in addition to the typical tools 

running in the building phase, additional security tools security test the code for the 

most common vulnerabilities. The build phase will fail if either coding errors or severe 

security vulnerabilities are found. When the build phase fails, the developer can fix the 

issues before merging their code. Multiple coding, building, and automated security 

testing cycles may be done before proper testing and release phases. Having the coding 

cycles short and the changes incremental enhances security (Bird, 2016). This is be-

cause if security vulnerabilities are found, they can be caught early. They are easier to 

rectify since it is easier to find out where the issue lies when the code review is for a 

small code change rather than a large one. In addition, catching the vulnerabilities be-

fore even going to the official testing phase has a big benefit. It alleviates the risk of 

many severe vulnerabilities being found in the testing phase. Severe security vulnerabil-
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ities must be resolved before the release. If there are many severe findings detected dur-

ing testing, the team may have to postpone their planned release if there is not enough 

time to fix them otherwise. This can cause further issues for other teams if their soft-

ware releases depend on the postponed one. 

In the testing phase, both automated and manual security testing, also known as pentest-

ing, and other security checks are performed depending on the changes made to the 

software. This is because there are vulnerabilities that cannot be found with just auto-

mated security testing tools (Bird, 2016). In pentesting, a security expert plays the role 

of a hacker and attempts to find vulnerabilities in the software using techniques and 

tools hackers typically exploit in their attacks. Since this manually performed security 

testing consumes much more resources than automated ones, it is left until much later in 

the development cycle. Performing manual security testing later ensures the software 

has first passed the other faster and less expensive automated tests (Bird, 2016). 

After a software version has passed all required tests, it can be released. Security activi-

ties do not stop there, though. For major releases, auditing is requested (Bird, 2016). 

Audits are a risk-based systematic and independent evaluation of whether the system 

complies with set expectations and if these expectations are achieved efficiently or not 

(IEEE, 2021). Some of these expectations have to do with security, for example, are 

data protection laws like GDPR being followed and does the system have sufficient 

security controls. Audits are usually done for only major releases since they are expen-

sive and too long for DevOps’ continuous integration and deployment cycles (Bird, 

2016). When the software has been deployed, sufficient logging needs to be ensured for 

debugging and security purposes. It is crucial to know what led to the event when some-

thing goes wrong. This is also true in security breaches. Only by knowing step by step 

what led to the security incident can it be corrected efficiently and patched quickly. Just 

as important is to ensure that logging is done on a sufficient level and that logs cannot 

be altered or lost.  

The operational phase also has several security measures that need to be taken. Harden-

ing and automated configuration management should be applied to secure the infrastruc-

ture and its configurations. Automated configuration management continuously checks 

that the configurations match the predefined configurations to secure the environment. 

Hardening, in turn, minimizes potential cyber-attack vectors by, for example, automati-

cally applying updates and by disabling any unused services. 
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As mentioned previously, extensive pentesting and auditing are too heavy as processes 

to be run for each minor code change. Since DevOps leans on automated self-service 

type security scans, the possibility of mistakes happening and vulnerabilities slipping 

into production remains. Furthermore, new ways to perform cyberattacks are continu-

ously being invented. Software that was once tested to be secure may not be secure an-

ymore, so keeping up with current security requirements is essential. For these reasons, 

the software is periodically security tested when in production (Bird, 2016). In addition, 

many companies like Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft implement red teaming or bug 

bounty programs (Smith et al., 2020; Walshe & Simpson, 2020). The goal of both meth-

ods is to find new vulnerabilities quickly and find any critical vulnerabilities from pro-

duction before hackers do. According to Walshe et al., a newly released software has, on 

average, 20 new security vulnerabilities discovered daily, decreasing with time to 156 

vulnerabilities yearly. 

Finally, when the software has been released to the market, the production environment 

is continuously monitored. In the monitoring phase, measurements and analytics are 

performed. Furthermore, security tools like runtime application security protection 

(RASP) and web application firewall (WAF) constantly scan the production environ-

ment for cyber-attacks. When attacks are identified, response and recovery are the adja-

cent steps. As mentioned previously, a crucial aspect of DevSecOps is the shared re-

sponsibility of security. This can be partially achieved by having extensive and trans-

parent vulnerability management. Security vulnerabilities need to be managed to ensure 

they will be resolved. Subsequently, data gathered from security vulnerability manage-

ment can also be used for analytics. To learn from previous mistakes is just as important 

as it is to find security vulnerabilities. Analytics on how many and what type of vulner-

abilities were found could be used for organizing targeted training sessions for develop-

ers, consequently lowering the number of vulnerabilities in the future. Measurements on 

how long it takes for teams to patch vulnerabilities of different severity classes can be 

used to monitor if those vulnerabilities are being resolved within recommended time-

lines. We have now gone through all the security activities that DevSecOps introduces 

to the software development cycle. A key thing to note is that automated tools or pro-

cesses play a major part in DevSecOps.  

Extending DevOps to DevSecOps has three major advantages. Firstly, by having auto-

mated security processes, secure coding training, and threat modeling sessions, devel-
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opers can run security tools to check their code as they are coding it. Getting security 

feedback early lets teams correct security issues while still developing. As previously 

discussed, the security issues found in the testing phase are typically more severe and 

more difficult to rectify than those found during development. Early detection during 

development decreases the chances of finding critical security vulnerabilities in the test-

ing phase. Severe security vulnerabilities have to be corrected and potentially retested 

before the software’s release, which means the team may have to delay their release 

schedule costing time, money, and other resources.  

Secondly, since DevOps supports continuous delivery and integration, teams may have 

multiple releases a day. Etsy, for example, can have as many as 50 a day (Bird, 2016). 

Security teams cannot keep up with such numbers of security testing requests, so im-

plementing DevSecOps and automating security testing at least partially is the key to 

keeping up with the demand and the required speed. Finally, DevSecOps also increases 

production security (Brown et al., 2020). Puppet’s yearly state of DevOps survey found 

that from organizations with high levels of security integration, 45% were able to rectify 

critical security vulnerabilities found in production within 24 hours (Brown et al., 

2020).  

To implement DevSecOps successfully, many things need to be changed from the old 

ways of doing security. Implementing DevSecOps can also be challenging. In the next 

chapter, we investigate already existing research on what type of challenges have been 

found in implementing DevSecOps. 

4 Literature review 

In this section, we will look through already existing literature on the challenges of im-

plementing DevSecOps. There are previous works on DevSecOps, however since the 

subject is still new, the amount of research done into DevSecOps is quite low 

(Myrbakken & Colomo-Palacios, 2017). The number of papers researching the chal-

lenges of DevSecOps is even lower. Because of this limitation for this thesis, a major 

information source was the book “DevOpsSec: Securing software through continuous 

delivery.” It was written by Jim Bird and was published in 2016 and is a well-known 

book on DevSecOps. Also, Michael Hüttermann’s book “DevOps for Developers” is 

used in this thesis. It is a very prominent book on DevOps.  
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One of the papers notably referenced is written by Rajapakse et al. and is the only found 

systematic literature review that addresses both the challenges and suggested solutions 

of DevSecOps. It identifies 21 challenges associated with implementing DevSecOps 

and 31 proposed solutions for these challenges. In this thesis, some of the issues have 

been combined. For example, the paper has two separate challenges for limitations of 

static analysis tools and limitations of dynamic analysis tools. In this thesis, they have 

been joined as “security testing tools are limited.” Finally, some papers referenced are 

industry authored due to this subject still being new, and so, they have yet to go through 

a rigorous validation.  

Challenges with DevSecOps can be broadly categorized into four areas: challenges re-

garding tools, practices, infrastructure, and people (Rajapakse et al., 2022). In the fol-

lowing sections, we discuss each of these four areas and the most common challenges 

facing them. We also investigate what kind of solutions have been suggested by previ-

ous studies to mitigate these challenges.  

4.1 Tools 

As explained previously, automation plays a crucial role in DevSecOps, meaning tools 

that perform these automated tasks are very important to any DevSecOps implementa-

tion. Different tools are designed to be used in different phases of DevSecOps to man-

age the various security tasks showcased in the previous section. Further reading about 

specific security tools can be found in (Mohan & Othmane, 2016). All the security ac-

tivities presented in the previous section use different kinds of tools to achieve their 

goals. These tools can include, for example, automated security scanning tools, threat 

detection systems, and vulnerability management tools. In this section, we look first at 

the issues related to DevSecOps tooling and then at the proposed solutions. The issues 

and solutions have been separated in this manner because some solutions address multi-

ple issues.  

Firstly, there is the tool selection, to begin with. The security tool market has many tools 

available, and selecting the right ones is important for the smooth adoption and usage of 

DevSecOps. It is not only about finding the most suitable tool for each task but also 

how these tools perform together. Some tools can be better used together than others, 

for example, by utilizing available plugins (Kupsch et al., 2017).  
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Secondly, the tools themselves and the results they give can be challenging to navigate 

for someone without a security background. Automated security scans are usually im-

plemented in a self-service manner for developers, meaning they can run the security 

testing tools themselves as often as they want while coding. However, no one tool can 

catch all security flaws (Bird, 2016). Different tools are designed to spot different types 

of vulnerabilities, and so a combination of tools is used to ensure broader test coverage. 

Each tool produces its own testing report, so accessing the different security testing re-

ports and consolidating the results becomes an issue. These tools can also create dupli-

cate findings for the same vulnerability. There is also the issue of security tools being 

designed to be used by security professionals, not developers (Wilde et al., 2016).  

Thirdly, installing, configuring, and maintaining DevSecOps tools presents major chal-

lenges for the security teams. DevSecOps tools can be very complex, even for security 

teams. Properly implementing DevSecOps tools can be difficult due to possible integra-

tion challenges or limitations related, for example, to infrastructure (Yasar & Konto-

stathis, 2016). Differences between teams and the technologies, dependencies, and sys-

tems they are developing need to be considered as well. Without meticulous configur-

ing, the usefulness of security tools is severely hindered. Security tools used out of the 

box without careful configuring can result in major gaps in their security coverage, and 

so vulnerabilities can be missed (Rajapakse et al., 2022). Likewise caused by poor con-

figuring is the problem of tools finding too many false findings. This is especially true 

with SAST tools that usually find large amounts of false positives (Tomas et al., 2019). 

Teams have reported being frustrated and neglecting security tools when they continu-

ously report large numbers of false findings (Tomas et al., 2019).  Furthermore, contin-

uous maintenance and updating are also required for these tools (Bird, 2016). The issues 

of tool installation, management, and configuration are made worse by the fact that, as 

mentioned previously, a combination of multiple tools is used for DevSecOps activities.  

Finally, there are limitations to the tools themselves. Even with a combination of securi-

ty tools, some vulnerabilities can still not be found without pentesting. In other words, 

traditional manual security testing still needs to be performed. Automated security test-

ing tools, though making the process partially faster, have not been able to replace pen-

testing completely. Furthermore, though automating security testing does make security 

testing faster, it may still be too slow (Soenen et al., 2018). With software development 

speeds continuing to increase, automated security testing is found to take a long time 
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and take up a lot of resources. This is especially true with automated dynamic security 

testing, which is currently very limited (Mansfield-Devine, 2018; Rangnau et al., 2020). 

This is because for automated dynamic security testing, the application needs to be run-

ning, and extensive test cases need to be written. 

Now that we have seen what problems DevSecOps faces in tooling, let us next go 

through the suggested solutions. The format will also be the same for the subsequent 

categories. A suggested solution for the issue of tool selection is to move towards a 

commonly agreed-upon set of tools and guidelines, creating a backbone for a tool 

standard (Tomas et al., 2019). Standardization of DevSecOps has yet to happen since 

the field is still young, but this may change in the future (Mao et al., 2020). 

A suggested solution to lower the difficulty for developers to use security tools is to 

have clear and detailed documentation for these tools (Mao et al., 2020; Rahman et al., 

2019). The security team needs to guide developers on how to use and apply the securi-

ty tools into the development cycle. Having guidelines on how to use security tools 

properly would lessen the workload for the security team. However, even with good 

guidelines, security teams would still need to be a source of security support. One 

movement gaining attraction as a source of security knowledge is the establishment of 

security champions into developing teams (Bird, 2016). A security champion is usually 

a developer from the team that has taken a security interest and been trained at least to 

some degree in security. A security champion acts like a bridge between the security 

experts and the development teams. They may, for example, identify in a planning meet-

ing that the security team should be consulted on an upcoming feature change. They 

may also organize secure coding training for their team. 

Proper detailed tool documentation and guidelines on best practices are also stated as a 

solution for issues security teams face with installing, configuring, and maintaining the 

security tools (Rahman et al., 2019). To mitigate the issue of poor security tool practic-

es, like using default configurations, it is important to have guidelines and best practices 

related to the tools available so that they can be installed, configured, and s properly 

(Kritikos et al., 2019). In addition to best practices related to the security tools them-

selves, best practices regarding the inclusion of security tools in the pipeline would also 

alleviate these issues (Soenen et al., 2018).  

A solution for the issues of tool limitations is to utilize multiple security testing tools 
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(Kupsch et al., 2017). However, as we have already discussed in this section, it creates a 

lot of complexity. When developers run automated security scanning tools, instead of 

someone manually going through each test report, it would be better if the reports were 

consolidated automatically in a vulnerability management tool. An example of such a 

tool was created by Kupsch et al. They propose a continuous security assessment appli-

cation, SWAMP, which runs and orchestrates 30 different security tools selected to max-

imize the test coverage and to minimize false positives (Kupsch et al., 2017).  

The issue of testing tools being too slow is an ongoing issue. Still, a partial solution 

could be to run the selected security testing tools simultaneously, shortening the re-

quired testing time (Soenen et al., 2018). Another partial solution could be to carefully 

configure the security testing scope to include only the necessary files, such as ignoring 

any test files (Rajapakse et al., 2022). 

4.2 Practices 

In this part, we consider the challenges related to security practices in DevSecOps. 

However, as we go through all four categories, some of the issues mentioned will cross 

over to other categories. Previously we discussed how DevSecOps helps security to 

keep up with the development speed of DevOps, but this is not entirely true. Many secu-

rity activities are still very manually taxing. These manual activities are struggling to 

keep up with the pace of DevOps. For instance, though security testing can be signifi-

cantly automated, a lot of manual labor is still required in activities like pentesting. The 

security tester needs to manually configure the security tools, search for system vulner-

abilities, and analyze the responses received from the system (Abrahams & Langerman, 

2018; Bird, 2016; Tomas et al., 2019). 

Similarly, security assessments like threat modeling and risk assessments are done man-

ually and take time and advanced knowledge to do properly. Poorly done security as-

sessments can lead to vulnerabilities being unnoticed and so then could end up in pro-

duction. So, manual security activities are still too slow for DevOps, meaning teams 

need to think about tradeoffs between the speed of development and security (Hilton et 

al., 2017). Hence, DevSecOps does not entirely solve the fundamental issue between 

DevOps and security, namely, how to guarantee security with fast-paced development. 

This can make companies reluctant to adopt DevSecOps.  
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In addition, DevSecOps as a methodology lacks standardization due to the concept be-

ing fairly young (Larrucea et al., 2019). There has yet to form a consensus on how 

DevSecOps activities, processes, measurements, and techniques should be performed 

and by whom. This uncertainty means companies must interpret and experiment with 

how they should properly implement DevSecOps (Mao et al., 2020). However, experi-

mentation takes up resources. Thus, companies wanting to implement DevSecOps will 

have to initially do a big push before finding their version of DevSecOps which works 

for them. This initial recourse cost might also incentives companies to wait until 

DevSecOps is more mature. The fact that DevSecOps is not standardized will also affect 

this thesis since there might be significant differences in DevSecOps’ implementations 

between companies.  

Let us look at what are the current solution previous studies suggest for these issues. To 

solve the issue of manual security tasks taking up too much time, the solution would be 

to automate as many of the different security activities as possible. Security testing 

should be automated as much as possible. There have also been studies that automate 

security activities that still lack good, automated options at least partially (Atighetchi et 

al., 2019; Casola et al., 2020). Such difficult to automated activities include, for exam-

ple, threat modeling, risk analysis, and security requirement assessments. Casola et al., 

for example, proposed a mostly automated methodology that performs security assess-

ments and risk analysis (Casola et al., 2020). Their solution utilizes over 900 security 

controls gathered from different security control frameworks and the application’s secu-

rity service level agreement (SLA). Their model then calculates the expected security 

capabilities and estimates the current security level. Atighetchi et al., in turn, created a 

method to automatically transform documentation of an application’s security require-

ments into multiple models that are then evaluated by their requirements analyzer ser-

vice (Atighetchi et al., 2019). The service can, for example, detect if there are lacking or 

missing requirements. However, there is one thing to note. We run into the same prob-

lem that we did with automated security testing tools earlier. Though additional automa-

tion would make manual security activities faster, it may still not completely solve the 

issue of security activities being too slow.  

As for the issue of DevSecOps lacking standardization, though the answer would be to 

create these standards, this will take time. In the meanwhile, the solution would be to 

adopt things that are usually associated with practicing DevSecOps (Rajapakse et al., 
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2022). The first is the practice of shifting security to the left, already mentioned previ-

ously. Teams should, for example, implement continuous security assessments and 

threat modeling in the planning phase. The second is to utilize known metrics to meas-

ure security, one example being the widely used and trusted OWASP proactive controls 

(Open Web Application Security Project) (Bird, 2016; Tomas et al., 2019). Another 

widely used model for threat modeling is STRIDE which addresses the most common 

threat categories: spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of 

service, and elevation on privileges (Rajapakse et al., 2022). The third is to have suffi-

cient monitoring and quick feedback loops to detect any vulnerabilities in production 

(Díaz et al., 2019). Security findings can then quickly be fixed by using DevOps meth-

ods, just like any other bug or feature change. Finally, good security assessments, moni-

toring, and feedback loops are enabled by sufficient documentation and good logging 

practices.  

4.3 Infrastructure  

Some challenges with DevSecOps have to do with the already existing infrastructure. 

DevSecOps can be difficult to implement in some infrastructures. Very resource-

constrained, distributed, heterogeneous, or complex cloud environments are especially 

difficult infrastructures for DevSecOps (Mann et al., 2018). Heavily regulated environ-

ments also pose major challenges.  

Let us go through the reasons why these infrastructures are challenging for DevSecOps. 

Resource-constrained environments like IoT (Internet of Things) have challenges im-

plementing DevSecOps. In IoT, there are significant security concerns that arise from 

the distributed heterogeneity of IoT systems (Rajapakse et al., 2022). IoT systems can 

also be very complex and difficult to maintain and manage (Díaz et al., 2019; Hwang, 

2015). This is because it is difficult to monitor and guarantee end-to-end data protection 

in a dynamically changing network. An additional difficulty is added by the fact that IoT 

devices can be misconfigured by users or compromised by hackers (Hwang, 2015). Fur-

thermore, the lack of necessary DevSecOps tools that work in IoT solutions is a major 

obstacle to the adoption of DevSecOps in IoT.  

In the case of embedded systems, DevSecOps as a methodology can be a poor choice. 

In embedded systems, compliance and security are more important than software devel-

opment speed, so a more traditional approach to security could be the better choice 
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(Rajapakse et al., 2022). Similarly, highly restricted environments have policies and 

practices that fit poorly with DevSecOps’ principles (Rajapakse et al., 2022). Such poli-

cies and practices include, for example, segregated environments, zero trust architec-

tures, and restrictive communication policies. This only goes to show that DevSecOps is 

not suited for all occasions. Morales et al. found in their study that sub-optimally im-

plementing DevSecOps in a highly regulated environment caused the security level of 

the client company to worsen (Morales et al., 2020). So, implementing DevSecOps only 

partially created more security risks than it solved due to the poor adaptation level. 

The main solution to address DevSecOps needs in difficult environments is to create 

frameworks and tools that try to solve these issues. There are already some available 

solutions. Díaz et al. created a self-service type cybersecurity monitoring service for IoT 

systems to mitigate the issue of IoT security monitoring (Díaz et al., 2019). Sridhar et 

al. proposed a security framework for IoT devices with double authentication (Sridhar 

& Smys, 2017). Mahboob et al., in turn, created a secure abstraction framework using 

Kubernetes suitable for services consisting of both on-premise and cloud-based re-

sources (Mahboob & Coffman, 2021). The issue of complex or restricted environments 

is currently an ongoing one for many companies. Research in the area of implementing 

DevSecOps in challenging infrastructures is still young, and a prevailing solution for 

these infrastructures has yet to emerge. 

4.4 People 

Lastly, DevSecOps needs the support of the whole organization, from developers to 

management, for it to be successful. The DevSecOps activities we have looked through 

require major changes to how security is done and prioritized as a part of software de-

velopment. Concepts like who is responsible for security, when the security team should 

be involved, and how security should be included in different development phases need 

to be introduced, promoted, and made an everyday practice. Hence, DevSecOps re-

quires a major cultural shift (Sánchez-Gordón & Colomo-Palacios, 2020). Here, we 

look through the most common challenges related to the people of an organization that 

is moving towards implementing DevSecOps. 

First, though the main purpose of DevSecOps is to create tighter communication be-

tween security and the development and operations teams, Tomas et al. showed in their 

study that it can also create an adversarial environment (Tomas et al., 2019). Having 
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security involved in their work continuously made developers experience a sense that 

their work was being constantly judged and scrutinized. They also felt they were not 

trusted. As discussed previously, having security involved from the beginning and in 

tight communication with the teams can mitigate security issues early. However, having 

security involved in this manner gave some developers the feeling of losing some of the 

development team’s creativity or autonomy. Some felt looked down upon by the securi-

ty experts. Furthermore, many felt that security teams were an external group dictating 

their work, who force changes on the developers (Tomas et al., 2019). One developer 

stated that they felt like security is often a battle, that it is never helpful, that it is always 

in the way, costs time, and gives nothing. So, the more collaborative security model can 

be challenging to accept for some, as security is becoming a common responsibility.  

The fact that security is becoming a shared responsibility conveniently brings us to the 

second issue. Developers lack security knowledge (Bird, 2016; Mansfield-Devine, 

2018). One of the key building blocks of DevSecOps is the idea of security being eve-

ryone’s responsibility. However, usually developers do not have the required security 

knowledge, so taking responsibility for something they are not properly trained in is 

impossible (Mansfield-Devine, 2018). One common solution would be to organize se-

cure coding training to increase their knowledge of common security vulnerabilities 

(Sánchez-Gordón & Colomo-Palacios, 2020). There could also be training on how to 

use automated security testing tools and how to manage found security vulnerabilities. 

Yet, these solutions can be difficult to carry out because there is currently a shortage of 

security professionals that could support developers in learning security. 

Requiring developers to handle security gives birth to another issue, namely that this is 

a lot for someone to learn. Some developers shared in the study by Tomas et al. that they 

do not think security tasks are part of their work (Tomas et al., 2019). Many stated that 

their role as developers is growing, and the demands on developers are increasing. 

Some also reported being afraid of not learning the new security skills. As discussed 

previously, in shifting security to the left, the goal is to make the security testing 

smoother and faster and to minimize the number of critical vulnerabilities found during 

testing. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the developers’ workload increases in the 

planning and development phases.  

The requirement for developers to learn security is also difficult to fulfill. According to 

Tomas et al., security and development are two separate education paths and trying to 
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learn security while working is a tall order (Tomas et al., 2019). Though the goal is to 

get developers involved in security, Tomas et al. discovered that developers were not 

involved in all the intended security activities (Tomas et al., 2019). This could be at 

least partially explained by the lack of security knowledge. With less participation from 

developers, a bigger burden is placed on the security teams to perform these tasks. 

However, there are currently not enough security people to fill all the open positions. 

Finally, using DevSecOps alone does not guarantee that security will be prioritized suf-

ficiently in the organization (Ashenden & Ollis, 2020). There must be a significant or-

ganizational backing for the importance of security (Sánchez-Gordón & Colomo-

Palacios, 2020). Since security by itself does not add any new exciting feature or enable 

new business revenues, some can be averse to advocating DevSecOps practices in their 

teams (Tomas et al., 2019). This can especially be true if the organization’s culture re-

wards teams for new features that create business value, much more than those elevating 

their security practices. Organizations may talk about security as being valuable, but if 

these talks do not correlate with the rewards given, developers have reported laughing 

about it as security propaganda (Tomas et al., 2019).  

There are some suggested solutions concerning the people and culture challenges an 

organization faces when moving towards DevSecOps. To address the issue of security 

teams being seen as outsiders restricting the development work, developers in Tomas et 

al.’s study self-suggested that security champions may help to ease the sense of constant 

monitoring (Tomas et al., 2019). Security champions are part of the development teams 

themselves, so the security concerns would be raised by someone from the team (Mao et 

al., 2020). It may also encourage developers to talk more about security among them-

selves and raise security awareness in the whole team.  

For the lack of security knowledge among developers, the answer, as mentioned above, 

would be to organize training (Bird, 2016). Also, utilizing security learning platforms 

would partially mitigate the lack of security professionals as well. Crucial to note, how-

ever, is that developers do not need to become security experts (Sánchez-Gordón & 

Colomo-Palacios, 2020). A general level of security knowledge would suffice. To fur-

ther encourage developers to partake in security, blameless security retrospectives are 

also a suggested solution (Tomas et al., 2019). The idea in these retrospectives is that 

the team discusses both their security level and practices openly, without focusing on 

any individual developer.  
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Finally, for DevSecOps to be successfully implemented and for the culture of an organi-

zation to truly change, there needs to be sufficient support from the management 

(Tomas et al., 2019). The way to solve the issue of security reluctance is for the organi-

zation to prioritize security sufficiently. Management also needs to demonstrate securi-

ty’s value by rewarding teams accordingly for achieving satisfactory security results.  

 

Figure 4: Identified challenges and solutions in DevSecOps, inspired by (Rajapakse et 

al., 2022) 
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We have now discussed the available literature on the challenges of DevSecOps and the 

suggested solutions for the different challenges. A summary of these challenges can be 

seen in Figure 4. On the right are all the different challenges identified by the available 

literature, and on the right are the corresponding solutions that have been suggested. We 

have identified challenges from all four categories, tools, practices, infrastructure, and 

people. In Figure 4, these are separated by the grey gridding. So, at least some solutions 

have been suggested for these DevSecOps challenges. Yet, there are still challenges 

without solutions, and some solutions do not resolve the problems entirely. Some solu-

tions raise additional issues. In the next section, we present our thesis study, where we 

used the knowledge from the existing literature to create a questionnaire. 

5 Thesis study 

In this section, we look through the study portion of this thesis. First, we introduce the 

research questions we attempted to investigate in the study. Then we go through the 

study’s setting, considerations, and parameters, followed by the questionnaire’s struc-

ture. Finally, we look through and analyze the results.  

5.1 Research questions 

We have so far introduced the important concepts, terms, challenges, and suggested so-

lutions related to implementing DevSecOps. A reoccurring topic has been the lack of 

research on this subject, and studies have especially mentioned the lack of empirical 

studies regarding DevSecOps (Myrbakken & Colomo-Palacios, 2017; Rajapakse et al., 

2022). In this thesis, we did an empirical study that attempted to answer the following 

research questions.  

1. Do teams implementing DevSecOps feel that is helpful? 

2. What are the most common DevSecOps challenges?  

3. Are some of these challenges more severe than others?  

4. Do security professionals and development teams struggle with the same chal-

lenges?  

5. What kind of solutions, if any, have been tried for the issues? 

6. Have these solutions solved the problems? 
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7. Have these solutions created new issues? 

5.2 Research setting and considerations 

For this thesis, an empirical study was performed since we had no ready-made dataset. 

To gather the data, interviews or a questionnaire were considered, interviews being a 

more qualitative approach and a questionnaire more quantitative approach. We decided 

to take the quantitative approach and do a questionnaire. It was easier to organize than 

interviews with busy development and security teams. We also wanted as many partici-

pants as possible. We estimated that participants would prefer an online questionnaire 

participants could take in a relatively short time over interviews. So, by making partici-

pation as easy as possible, we tried to get more people to participate. 

There are multiple ways of doing a questionnaire. For this thesis, some important fac-

tors needed to be considered when selecting a questionnaire format. The most important 

factor was the anonymity of responders. The questionnaire had to be anonymous for two 

reasons. First, to protect the privacy of the organizations and their employees answering 

the questionnaire from potential scrutiny or negative consequences because of issues 

that may be raised by participants. Second, to encourage participants to answer as truth-

fully as possible without fear of any ramifications for themselves, their team, or the or-

ganization. 

Other considerations were that people needed to be able to answer remotely as easily as 

possible to have a higher response rate and to accommodate those working remotely due 

to COVID-19. Preferably the survey tool would be free to use and have an option for 

downloading the report in an easily processable format like Excel. For these reasons, a 

free online survey tool (https://freeonlinesurveys.com) was selected.  

Another point in favor of https://freeonlinesurveys.com was the option to add question 

logic, meaning that the answers to previous questions could determine the following 

questions. For example, if a participant were to say that their team is not even consider-

ing using DevSecOps in the future, then it would not make sense to make them answer 

questions related to solutions to their DevSecOps challenges. It would be much more 

logical to ask if they have a reason for not using DevSecOps and to end the survey 

there.  

A need for question logic also came up when we considered the demographic of this 
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survey. As discussed previously, DevSecOps is not something only a particular role in 

an organization does. It is the collaboration and co-ownership of security by everyone 

taking part in DevSecOps. Furthermore, people participating in DevSecOps may not 

perform all the activities listed previously, so the challenges or solutions they experi-

ence may differ from one another. For example, experienced security professionals most 

likely would not experience challenges with secure coding training done by developers 

since they are already an expert in the field. Likewise, a product owner may not have 

anything to do with difficulties installing security tools. If we were only to ask security 

professionals if security is too tasking, we might get a different picture than if we were 

to ask the development teams. Thus, to get a whole picture of the challenges and solu-

tions experienced by different people within DevSecOps, the target group needed to 

contain security people and personnel from development teams. Furthermore, it was 

also important to have different roles from these teams to participate. For example, we 

thought it would be interesting to have security champions participating since their role 

is to sit between the different teams. 

With these criteria in mind, a request for survey participation was sent via email to 41 

LinkedIn connections one week before the actual survey. Among them were application 

security experts, security testers, security champions, security consultants, developers, 

team leads, tech leads, and product owners. In total, 38 replied to be willing to partici-

pate. On the 8th of November 2021, an email containing the URL link to the survey was 

sent to the 38 participants. The survey closed on the 19th of November 2021, giving par-

ticipants 12 days to answer. The survey length was determined by the online survey 

tool’s two-week time limit it sets for free surveys. The results report had to be down-

loaded within those two weeks, meaning the survey had to end early enough to allow 

for downloading the results. In total, 37 people answered the survey. 

5.3 Questionnaire structure 

The questionnaire consisted of 17 questions distributed between nine pages. The pages 

were named: Acknowledgment, General, DevSecOps not in use, Software development 

personnel, Security personnel, DevSecOps challenges, Solutions, Solutions (2/2), and 

Thank you. Sample images from the questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 1. Some 

questions were common to all, but some questions were directed to specific roles using 

question logic. Adding question logic allowed us to ask more targeted questions from 
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different groups. At the same time, we wanted to minimize participants’ potential frus-

tration of being asked about a subject they knew nothing about or had nothing to do 

with. Still, most questions were for everyone to ensure that we were not limiting the 

potential pool of answers unnecessarily. Notably, we made all the questions regarding 

DevSecOps challenges common to all. Since DevSecOps lacks standards, organizations 

have varied ways of implementing it. So, we could not be sure that some roles do not 

face certain challenges. and screen them out of questions based on that.  

Before delving more deeply into the questions of each page, let us first inspect the over-

all structure and question logic. Figure 5 shows the structure and the question logic of 

the questionnaire. All questions were mandatory except for those that have fillable text 

boxes. This enables those that want to comment further on some point to have the free-

dom to do so and to allow the ones that have nothing to add to skip to the next question. 

The answers to some key questions determined the page the participant was next di-

rected to. The question pages are marked in orange. The key questions within the Gen-

eral page, which determined the page where the participant was next directed, are 

marked as grey. The answers that lead to a logical move are marked on the arrows. Pag-

es where only one binary question was asked to determine the direction have answers 

marked with “yes” and “no” arrows, respectively. Let us go through the structure.  

The questionnaire starts with the acknowledgment page, which informs the participant 

that the survey is anonymous and then asks for consent to use the survey answers to 

study DevSecOps at the University of Helsinki. If the participant selects “no” they will 

be directed straight to the thank you page, thus skipping the whole survey. Selecting 

“yes” takes the participant to the general page, where some basic information is asked 

about the participant and their organization’s attitude towards security. Among these 

questions, the answers regarding the participant’s job role and the level of their team’s 

DevSecOps implementation determine the next logical move. If the participant selects 

that their team is not planning to use DevSecOps, they are taken to the DevSecOps not 

in use page, regardless of the role they selected on the general page. On the DevSecOps 

not in use page, they are asked to elaborate on why DevSecOps will not be used. Final-

ly, they are directed to the thank you page, skipping the rest of the survey. By selecting 

any of the other implementation levels, the survey continues.  
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Figure 5: Questionnaire structure and question logic 

In addition to the DevSecOps implementation level, the participant’s selected job role 

determines question logic. If the participant chooses a security-related role, they are 

directed to the security personnel page. Likewise, choosing a development role directs 

them to the software development personnel’s page. Both pages contain questions spe-

cific for either security professionals or development teams and are thus kept separate. 

Next, participants are directed to the DevSecOps challenges page, which is common for 
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everyone. The solutions page asks a binary question if some solutions to these challeng-

es have been implemented. By answering “no” the participant is directed to the thank 

you page. Answering “yes” leads to the Solutions (2/2) page, which inquires further into 

these solutions. The questionnaire is finally ended with the thank you page, which 

thanks the participant for answering the survey.  

5.4 Overview of the results 

From the initial 41 people contacted, 90% (37) replied to the survey. No incomplete 

surveys were submitted. This section looks through all the questions and the basic statis-

tics of the received answers. We use various Student’s t-tests to estimate the statistical 

significance of answers. We compare common averages to the neutral rating of three as 

the null hypothesis. We also used an unpaired two-sample Student’s t-test to study dif-

ferences between groups of respondents.  

 

Figure 6: Participants’ role distribution 

Let us start with the general section, which was common for all. Question 1 asked to 

choose which of the listed roles best suited the respondent’s role. Results can be seen in 

Figure 6. From the 37 participants 19% (7) were developers, 8% (3) team leads, 11% (4) 

product owners, 27% (10) members of the application security team, 27% (10) security 

champions, 5% (2) other security roles, and 3% (1) other non-security roles. In total, 

41% (15) of participants were from development teams, 27% (10) were security cham-

pions, and 32% (12) were security professionals. Those who selected application securi-

ty team member, other security role, or security champion as their role were classified 

as security personnel. Likewise, development personnel classification was designated to 
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those who selected developer, team lead, product owner, or other non-security role as 

their role. In total, 41% (15) were designated to development personnel and 59% (22) to 

security personnel. Later we compare the answers from security and development per-

sonnel for several questions. 

 

Figure 7: Question 2, DevSecOps implementation stage 

Question 2 asked to describe the stage the participant’s team was in, regarding imple-

menting DevSecOps. Answers for Question 2 are visible in Figure 7. The question was 

asked to find out whether to direct the participants further in the questionnaire or not. 

One person answered that their team is not planning on using DevSecOps. As men-

tioned in the section regarding the questionnaire’s structure, if a participant chose the 

option that the team is currently not planning to use DevSecOps, they would not be in 

the target audience for the survey. They would be directed past most questions. One 

person answered, “I don’t know” which continues the survey normally. Two participants 

were in the research stage and five in the piloting stage. Furthermore, 57% (21) were 

from teams where DevSecOps was partially implemented and 19% (7) from mature 

DevSecOps teams.  

For question 3, participants were asked with multichoice what DevSecOps activities 

were used by their team. Results can be seen in Figure 8. Some activities like auditing 

or logging were left out since they are typically part of any security methodology and 

not particular to DevSecOps. The most common activities were automated static securi-

ty testing with 89% (33), the use of security champions with 68% (25), and the use of 

security nonfunctional requirements with 59% (22). Five participants from teams where 

DevSecOps is partially used chose the “other” option. In an optional text field, some 

elaborated that dynamic or static security testing tools were in use, but they may not be 
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fully automated. Peer code reviews, API testing, and automatically scanning and updat-

ing dependencies were also mentioned. 

 

Figure 8: Question 3, Implemented DevSecOps activities 

Before continuing to question 4, let us inspect some methods used in the remaining 

questions. First, an answer scale from 5 to 1 was used, describing strongly agree, agree, 

neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree. The scale went from strongly agree being 5 to 

strongly disagree being 1. The same scale was used for all remaining scale-based ques-

tions except for question 12, which we will come back to later. Furthermore, for the 

statements where the group ratings were very similar, we consider their common aver-

age instead of their individual ones. It should also be noted that some of the questions 

were asked as negations, and some questions were asked again later in another way. 

Both technics were used to inspect if participants answered consistently the same way.  

Question 4 asked participants to rate how much they agreed or disagreed with a series of 

statements. The statements were about the experienced prioritization of security in the 

participant’s organization. The results can be seen in Figure 9. Overall, both groups 

mostly replied similarly to the given statements. Both groups stated that they know what 

is expected of them with regards to security, with averages of 3.82 for security and 3.73 

for development personnel. The one-sample t-test found that the common average dif-

fers from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 

99%. Interestingly, security personnel did not rate their understanding of their security 
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duties much higher than the development personnel. 

 

Figure 9: Question 4 answers  

Security personnel disagreed with the statement that security is not easily accessible 

with an average of 2.27, whereas development personnel rated it closer to neutral with 

2.6. The one-sample t-test found that the common average differs from the neutral rating 

in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 99%. Both groups agreed 

that their organizations handled security well, development personnel rating is slightly 

higher at 3.67 than security personnel at 3.41. The one-sample t-test found that the 

common average differs from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a 

confidence level of 99%. Also, with a common average of 2.30 development and securi-

ty personnel, both somewhat disagreed with the statement that security had too low pri-

ority in their organizations. That means they thought that security does have a good pri-

ority level in their organization. This finding was statistically significant with a confi-

dence level of 99%. The statement of tight collaboration between security and develop-

ment teams was rated neutrally (but still on the positive side) by both groups with a 

common average of 3.35. The common average differs from the neutral rating in a sta-

tistically significant way with a confidence level of 95%. The statement of security 

trainings being a priority was rated fairly neutrally by both groups, but still on the nega-
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tive side. with a common average of 2.76. The one-sample t-test found that the common 

average differs from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confi-

dence level of 90%. 

In question 5, to which 81% (30) answered, participants could freely describe their ex-

periences of their organization’s security culture or prioritization. Overall, comments 

described security as being important. Of the 30 who replied, 33% (10) thought that 

security was currently at a good level, and 23% (7) expressed that security was improv-

ing. Some issues were also brought up. Communication difficulties such as lacking visi-

bility or security teams taking too long to answer were mentioned by 23% (7). The lack 

of time was brought up by 23% (7). Also, participants stated that only critical vulnera-

bilities are prioritized and that there is not enough time for medium to low-level find-

ings. Some also expressed that there is a high tendency of triggering an exception pro-

cess for bypassing security requirements.  

Additionally, difficulties regarding the shift left culture change were brought up by 20% 

(6). For example, the lack of leadership support from product owners and technical 

leads was raised by multiple participants. Some also stated that security is seen as 

someone else’s job in business-focused areas. Some resistance from developers was also 

brought up. For example, teams may not be willing to automatically scan their code as 

this would produce findings that would then increase their workload. Finally, 20% (6) 

described security guidance and policies as either lacking or difficult to access. For in-

stance, some described working with security personnel as challenging, one-sided, and 

not transparent. There was also frustration about the lack of information on detected 

policy violations, namely not learning what the actual reason for a code rejection was or 

how to resolve the issue. One mentioned this to be the reason why working with the 

security team is one of the least desired tasks in their development team.  

Question 6 was presented only to participants who answered in question 2 that their 

team was not planning on using DevSecOps. Question 6 asks participants to elaborate 

on why DevSecOps will not be used. One person was directed to this question, and they 

explained they would need special tooling for their infrastructure to implement 

DevSecOps.  

The next two questions were only directed to software development personnel. Question 

7 asked participants to rank how much they agreed or disagreed with ten given state-
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ments. The results can be seen in Figure 10. For further comparison, development per-

sonnel were divided into two groups. The first contained the developers (7), and the 

second contained the rest of the development personnel, namely those in leadership po-

sitions such as product owners, team leads, and other non-security positions (8). Only 

one person categorized themselves as other non-security role, however, they specified 

during the study to hold a leadership position. Again, the answers were scaled from 

strongly agree being 5 to strongly disagree being 1.  

 

Figure 10: Question 7 answers  

Both developers and leadership saw very clear value in implementing DevSecOps. Both 

groups had an identical average of 4.29. According to the performed one-sample t-test, 

this finding was statistically significant with a confidence level of 99%. The leadership 

group also strongly agreed that DevSecOps makes the software release process faster 

with an average of 4.29, whereas developers rated it lower (but still clearly positively) at 

3.57. The one-sample t-test found that the common average differs from the neutral rat-

ing in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 99%. Also, the performed 
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two-sample t-test rated the difference between the groups’ ratings as statistically signifi-

cant, with a confidence level of 90%. There was a noticeable difference in how the 

groups experienced the transparency of security. Developers agreed that security was 

transparent enough with an average of 3.86, whereas leadership rated it lower (but still 

positively) at 3.14. The one-sample t-test found that the common average differs from 

the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 90%. 

Both groups thought that their security had improved since starting to use DevSecOps 

with a common average of 3.93. Likewise, both groups thought that their teams take 

security guidance well, with a common average of 4.07. The one-sample t-test found 

both of the previous ratings to be statistically significant. Both had a confidence level of 

99%. 

There were notably two statements with big variances. The first one was the statement, 

“security tasks should not be part of my job.” For this statement, taking into account the 

negation, developers expressed with a rating of 2.29 that they thought security should be 

a part of their job. Leadership thought even more strongly that security should be part of 

their job, rating it at 1.86. The one-sample t-test found that the common average differs 

from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 95%. 

However, developers had the biggest variance of any question in this study at 3.06. Both 

strongly agree and strongly disagree were mainly answered, revealing that developers 

are very divided on this issue. Surprisingly, as a heavy contrast to developers, leadership 

had an extremely small variance of 0.12. The leadership group unanimously felt that 

security should be part of their work. The second notable variance was with the state-

ment of feeling overwhelmed when it comes to security. Though developers had an av-

erage of 2.43, they had a calculated variance of 1.67, meaning that though some strong-

ly feel they can handle security matters, some do feel strongly overwhelmed.  

The statement of having tight collaboration with the security team got neutral responses 

from both groups with a common average of 3.07. The statements of having clear guid-

ance on security tool usage and having time allocated for security training also got quite 

neutral ratings. The first had a common average of 2.64, and the second had a common 

average of 2.93. 

In question 8, software development personnel were asked to describe the collaboration 

between their team and the security team. This was an optional question to which ten 
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people answered. A similar question would be asked from the security team later. Of the 

responders, 50% (5) commented that collaboration had become better compared to be-

fore or that it was already at a good level. Improvements like implementing security 

champions or security non-functional requirements were mentioned as reasons for im-

proved collaboration. Also, 20% (2) thought that collaboration was good but incon-

sistent. Furthermore, 20% (2) stated that they had too little time to collaborate properly, 

and 20% (2) commented there was a gap between what was expected of them and their 

security knowledge, expressing how they should know more than they do currently. 

Finally, 20% (2) expressed a lack of structure and common ways of working together to 

be an issue. 

 

Figure 11: Question 9 answers  

With the development personnel’s section done, we move on to the security personnel’s 

section. Only security personnel were asked the next two questions, questions 9 and 10. 

Like in the previous two development personnel questions, security personnel too were 

divided into two subgroups for further potential comparisons. The first group contained 

only members of application security teams (10). The second group contained the secu-

rity champions (10) and other security roles (1). The same scale from strongly agree to 
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disagree was used. 

Answers to question 9 a visible in Figure 11. The application security team felt that they 

knew their role in DevSecOps with an average of 3.70, whereas other security roles had 

a lower average of 3.17. The one-sample t-test found that the common average differs 

from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 95%. 

Also, the performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between the groups’ ratings 

as statistically significant, with a confidence level of 90%. Both groups felt that their 

job descriptions had expanded somewhat since implementing DevSecOps, with a com-

mon average of 3.55. The one-sample t-test found that the common average differs from 

the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 99%. 

However, a difference can be seen in how the groups experience the time and resources 

allocated for this work. Members of application security teams gave an average of 3.60, 

whereas other security roles rated the statement lower at 3.08. A similar difference can 

be seen in the statement regarding tight collaboration between security and DevSecOps 

teams. Members of application security teams rated the statement at 3.50, and other se-

curity roles lower at a neutral 3.00. This is somewhat surprising considering that the 

vast majority of the other security roles were security champions whose role is to facili-

tate and smooth these communications.  

As a general observation, members of application security teams rated overall state-

ments higher than the group of other security roles. But the other security roles rated 

two statements higher than members of the application security team. The first is the 

statement of teams taking security input well at 3.67 while application security person-

nel rated it slightly lower at 3.40. The common average differs from the neutral rating in 

a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 99%. The groups of other secu-

rity roles also rated the proactiveness of development teams regarding security slightly 

higher at 3.33 than application security personnel at 3.20. Both groups rated the state-

ment of security issues being corrected in time as neutral with a common average of 

3.09. 

In question 10, security personnel were asked to describe the communication between 

their security and development teams. This was an optional question to which 19 people 

answered. In general, security personnel described the communication more positively 

than development personnel, 58% (11) finding it to be already good or improved from 
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before. For example, some described that security’s poor reputation as a necessary evil 

had improved with better communication. Similar to software development personnel 

previously, 26% (5) expressed that there is a lack of structure or regularity in communi-

cation between the teams. Some described it as being need-based or reactive instead of 

proactive. In addition, 16% (3) experienced communication challenges due to time re-

strictions. Finally, 11% (2) brought up the lack of security knowledge in teams and the 

need for strong support to level up that knowledge.  

With the separate sections for both development and security personnel complete, the 

rest of the questions were common to all. They surveyed the severity of experienced 

challenges and inquired into potential solutions that may have been implemented to mit-

igate some of these challenges. 

 

Figure 12: Question 11 answers  

In question 11, seen in Figure 12, security personnel felt they have the required security 

knowledge for their position with an average of 3.73. Development personnel rated the 

statement closer to neutral at 3.14. The one-sample t-test found that the common aver-

age differs from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence 

level of 99%. Also, the performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between the 

groups’ ratings as statistically significant, with a confidence level of 95%. Development 

personnel felt that their workload had increased with DevSecOps with an average of 
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3.50, but security personnel felt more neutrally with an average of 2.91. The performed 

two-sample t-test rated the difference between the groups’ ratings as statistically signifi-

cant, with a confidence level of 90%. Both groups rated the difficulty of using security 

tools as neutral, but security personnel rated it somewhat lower at 2.68 than develop-

ment personnel at 3.21. The performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between 

the groups’ ratings as statistically significant, with a confidence level of 90%. Both 

groups rated neutrally the statement of being unsure how DevSecOps is really done with 

a common average of 2.62. The one-sample t-test found that the common average dif-

fers from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way with a confidence level of 

95%. Interestingly, both groups rated the statement so similarly since one could have 

expected security personnel to rate the statement higher. Security slowing down devel-

opment speed was also rated neutrally by both teams, with a common average of 2.67. 

The common average differs from the neutral rating in a statistically significant way 

with a confidence level of 95%. Finally, the statement regarding security issues not be-

ing fixed in reasonable time got neutral ratings from both groups, with a common aver-

age of 3.29. The common average differs from the neutral rating in a statistically signif-

icant way with a confidence level of 90%. 

For question 12, a different scale from the previous questions was used. Question 12 

gave participants a series of common challenges regarding DevSecOps, and they were 

given a five-step scale: non-issue, low-level issue, somewhat of an issue, great issue, 

and critical issue. They were asked to select non-issue if they did not experience the 

mentioned issue at all. If they experienced the issue, they were asked to rate its severity. 

To calculate the average, each rating was again assigned a value, non-issue being one 

and a critical issue being 5. Results can be seen in Figure 13. 

The most common challenge was the one of not having enough time for secure coding 

training or to improve security skills. Of the 36 who answered question 12, only 6% (2) 

labeled it as a non-issue. The difficulty to automate security testing tools was the next 

most common issue, with 11% (4) of participants labeling it as a non-issue. The least 

common challenge was the difficulty of selecting security tools, with 33% (12) rating it 

as a non-issue, closely followed by the challenge of security testing tools being too slow 

with 30% (11).  
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Figure 13: Question 12 answers, Development vs. Security  

All the listed challenges got at least an average of a low-level issue. The issue of not 

having time to do security training or improve security skills was rated as the most se-

vere issue by both groups. Security personnel rated it as somewhat of an issue at 3.05, 

and development personnel rated it closer to a great issue at 3.50. Surprisingly, the 

groups rated the severity of the remaining issues quite similarly. The second most severe 

issue was the one of manual security activities being too laborious. It was classified as 

somewhat of an issue with a common average of 2.94. Both groups thought that the two 

least severe issues were the ones of security testing tools being too slow and security 

tool selection being difficult. Both issues were rated as low-level issues with a common 

average of 2.17 for the first and 2.21 for the second. 

Interestingly, significant differences can be seen when looking at the differences in an-

swers within development and security personnel. In Figure 14 are the answers for 

question 12 again, but only those of development personnel, divided into the same two 

groups as previously. The most severe issue for both groups is still the one of not having 

time for security training. However, the leadership group rated the severity closer to a 
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great issue at 3.71 than developers at 3.29. A very significant difference can be seen in 

how the groups experienced the difficulty of implementing DevSecOps for legacy or 

infrastructure reasons. For leadership, this was the second most severe issue at 3.14, 

whereas developers rated it as their second least severe issue a whole point lower at 

2.14. The performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between the groups’ ratings 

as statistically significant, with a confidence level of 90%. For their second most severe 

issue, developers had a tie both issues rating at 2.86. The first one was manual security 

tasks being too laborious, leadership rating its severity similarly at 3.00. The second one 

was that security tools are too difficult to use. Interestingly, leadership rated it much 

lower than developers, as their second-lowest severity issue at 2.29.  

 

Figure 14: Question 12, Development personnel comparison  

For developers, the least severe issue was the one of security tools being too slow, the 

average being under low-level issue rating at 1.71. Leadership, on the other hand, rated 

the severity significantly higher at 2.43. For leadership, the difficulty of security tool 
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what of an issue at 2.57. For the other answers, the groups answered much more simi-

larly, all the common averages landing in the middle of the scale, between low-level and 

somewhat of an issue.  

A similar comparison was made between application security personnel and the rest of 

the security roles, seen in Figure 15. Once again, the differences between the groups are 

much bigger. Notably, the biggest difference can be seen with the statement about man-

ual security activities being too laborious. Members of application security teams rated 

it as a low-level issue at 2.30, whereas the groups of other security roles rated it as their 

most severe issue at 3.50. The performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between 

the groups’ ratings as statistically significant, with a confidence level of 95%. As their 

second most severe issue, the groups of other security roles rated the lack of time to do 

security training at 3.33. For the members of application security teams, this was the 

highest-ranking issue at 2.70.  

 

Figure 15: Question 12, Security personnel comparison  
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security personnel. The exception was their second most severe issue, the difficulty of 

installing, configuring, and maintaining security tools. They rated the issue at 2.60, 

whereas the group of other security roles rated it as their least severe issue at 2.33. The 

lowest rated issue for members of application security teams was the difficulty of select-

ing security tools. It was rated as barely a low-level issue at 1.80, whereas the group of 

other security roles rated it higher at 2.42. 

Also, other security roles thought that the issue of uncertainty about how DevSecOps 

should be done was significantly more severe than what application security team 

members thought. The group of other security roles rated it as somewhat of an issue at 

2.83, while the members of application security teams rated it much lower at 1.90. The 

performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between the groups’ ratings as statisti-

cally significant, with a confidence level of 99%. A notable difference can also be seen 

in how difficult using security tools is for participants. Other security roles rated it as 

somewhat of an issue at 2.75, while the application security team rated it as barely a 

low-level issue at 1.90. The performed two-sample t-test rated the difference between 

the groups’ ratings as statistically significant, with a confidence level of 90%. The group 

of other security roles rated the difficulty of implementing DevSecOps for legacy or 

infrastructure reasons as somewhat of an issue at 3.00. In contrast, members of applica-

tion security teams rated it lower at 2.50. The rest of the issues had much smaller differ-

ences in experienced severity.  

Question 13 was an optional question, to which ten people answered, where participants 

could elaborate on any other experienced issues they have faced. In total, 60% (6) expe-

rienced challenges with guidelines, either with DevSecOps itself or the responsibilities 

of each role in situations where their activities intersect. Environment or codebase-

related issues, where tooling is underdeveloped to satisfy the needs, were mentioned by 

50% (5). Likewise, 50% (5) mentioned resource constraints. In particular, participants 

brought up the lack of time and the lack of DevSecOps experts to drive the security 

transformation. Finally, 40% (4) experienced communication challenges. Communica-

tion challenges elated to either reluctance to adopt DevSecOps activities or confusion 

regarding who to contact and in which manner with security matters. Several people 

noted a need to have someone oversee the introduction and implementation of 

DevSecOps. Participants expressed that the development of guidelines and manners of 

working need someone driving the agenda through the whole organization. Otherwise, 
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teams will each create their own ways of doing things leading to further confusion. 

In question 14, participants were asked if their team had implemented some solutions to 

mitigate some of the challenges they faced. The question was a binary one to which 

67% (24) replied yes and 33% (12) no. Those who answered no were directed to the end 

of the quiz. Those who answered yes were directed to question 15, which was an op-

tional question where participants were asked to list what solutions they had tried. 

Question 15 had 17 responses. Tool-based solutions, either custom-made or ready ones, 

were implemented by 53% (9). Also, 41% (7) mentioned as tried solutions shift-left 

principles like threat modeling and tighter communication between security and devel-

opment teams. Furthermore, 24% (4) mentioned organizing security knowledge-sharing 

workshops between different stakeholder groups. This was a solution not previously 

mentioned in this study. Security champions were mentioned by 18% (3) and better 

documentation by 12% (2).  

Finally, in optional questions 16 and 17, participants were first asked had these tried 

solutions solved the issues at least partially and subsequently had any of the solutions 

caused new problems. Results for these questions will be handled together since some 

mentioned new issues when elaborating partially solved issues in question 16 but failed 

to rewrite them in question 17. From the 13 participants that replied to question 16, 69% 

(9) mentioned significant improvement or complete solution to their issue. Yet, 31% (4) 

felt that the issues were either not resolved or that a new issue had come up. In the cases 

where new issues were mentioned, they were all related to resourcing. For example, a 

solution to lacking security knowledge was to implement security training. However, 

that did not resolve the issue since participants explained they had no time to do the 

training. In question 17, three participants mentioned tool-specific new issues, like get-

ting too many false positives from the newly implemented tooling or a tool not support-

ing some required function.  

Before moving on to the discussion, let us lastly look at the consistency of answers. If a 

question is asked later again, one could expect participants to answer in the same man-

ner again. No question was asked again in an identical manner, meaning there may be 

room for alternative interpretations or nuance. However, there was one question that 

was asked very similarly to both development and security personnel twice. In question 

4, there was the statement, “In my organization, we have tight collaboration between 

security and development team.” Later, software personnel rated in their section in 
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question 7 the statement, “We have tight collaboration with the security team.” Security 

personnel were also asked to rate in their section in question 9 the statement “Collabora-

tion is tight between security and the development and operations teams.”  

How systematically participants had answered was calculated in the following manner. 

For each participant, a value of change was calculated of how many scale points they 

had shifted from their original rating. If a participant had not changed their answer, they 

would get a zero. If there was a difference, for instance, they answered “Agree” in ques-

tion 4 but answered “Strongly agree” later, they would have changed their answer by 

one scale point and got a score of one. The maximum value one could get would thus be 

four, meaning changing their answer from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly Disagree” or 

vice versa. From development personnel, 10 out of 14 who answered the questions re-

plied in the same manner, meaning they had a change score of zero, and four people 

changed their answers. Three people changed their answer by one, and only one person 

changed their answer by two. As for security personnel, in total, 22 people answered the 

question, and 12 people kept their original answer, meaning that ten people changed 

their answer. From those changing their answer, only two had a change score of two, 

and the rest had a score of one. The differences could be explained by the fact that the 

questions asked were not identical, leaving room for some interpretation. The questions 

asked from security personnel differed more from one another than the ones asked from 

development personnel. Thus, it can be expected that security personnel’s answers 

would have greater differences. Furthermore, a score change of one could potentially be 

explained by the fact that participants may have been between two answers, debating 

which one to choose. And so, the differences are small enough that we can say partici-

pants seem to have answered with thought and not randomly. 

6 Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the results of the questionnaire, any potential future works, 

and unanswered questions. The first observation is that we managed to get a good 

amount of people to participate. In total, 37 people answered the questionnaire. Only 

one person was directed to the DevSecOps not in use page, leaving us with 36 partici-

pants. We also managed to get a good amount of both security and development person-

nel, thus making comparisons possible. Also, both security and development groups 

could further be divided into subgroups of roughly equal size, based on role descrip-
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tions. This enabled further comparisons between developers, leadership, members of 

application security teams, and other security roles. As we previously discussed, it was 

important to have different roles from both development and security backgrounds par-

ticipate because their security activities may be different. To grasp all the potential chal-

lenges people face with DevSecOps, we thought it was vital to have a diverse pool of 

participants. We managed to get a diverse pool of participants for the study. Further-

more, consistency of the answers indicated that participants answered with thought and 

not randomly to the questionnaire.  

Let us now discuss the results of the questionnaire. We wanted to know the overall opin-

ion of both development and security personnel on DevSecOps, and both groups seem 

to observe clear value in implementing DevSecOps. Development personnel thought (in 

question 7) that DevSecOps makes their software releases faster and that their security 

had improved after implementing DevSecOps. Both groups described in their text-based 

answers that security was still continuously improving. However, they also felt that their 

workloads had increased since implementing DevSecOps. Note that the intention of 

DevSecOps is rather to decrease the workload by sparing resources otherwise needed to 

correct major issues before the release. The sense of increased work could be partially 

explained by the amount of initial effort to get DevSecOps successfully implemented. 

Introducing a whole new methodology requires a lot of work. Since DevSecOps was 

partially in use in most of the cases in this thesis, the transformation is ongoing for 

them. This can result in the short term in an increased workload however, in the long 

run, the workload should decrease.  

Both groups thought that their roles in DevSecOps were quite clear. Although the big 

picture and the different roles of DevSecOps were well understood, many respondents 

expressed confusion or frustration regarding unclear guidelines. This may be due to 

multiple reasons. First, many things are still left for each organization to decide, and 

there are still things that have no right answers in DevSecOps. For example, let us think 

about the automated security testing tools which each development team can usually run 

independently. When these tools detect potential security vulnerabilities, organizations 

must decide, do development teams to go through those findings and validate which are 

false positives, or does that task belong to the security team. On the one hand, there are 

not enough security experts to go through all the findings that automated security testing 

tools produce for each scan. To have security experts validate all the false positives 
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would create a big workload and most likely a bottleneck. On the other hand, letting 

development teams mark findings as false positives carries the risk of a valid finding 

being marked as a false positive, and so the vulnerability could end up in production. 

Many questions like these relating to performing everyday DevSecOps activities need to 

be resolved and then documented so they can be implemented similarly in all teams. 

Second, as we discussed in the previous paragraph, for most of the participants, the pro-

cess of implementing DevSecOps is still ongoing, so some amount of confusion or frus-

tration seems natural. Finally, DevSecOps is still a relatively new concept, and all best 

practices have not yet been found.  

Next, we wanted to know whether some DevSecOps challenges are more severe than 

others. This seems to be the case. As the most severe issue, both security and develop-

ment personnel chose the one of not having time to do secure code training or to im-

prove security skills. For example, in questions 16 and 17, some participants expressed 

that though they had security training available, they did not have the time to do them. 

For this issue, there could be a couple of solutions. One solution is to slow down devel-

opment so that people would have the time they need for the training. Another solution 

would be to increase the number of people doing the work to lessen the individual 

workload. However, neither of these solutions is possible without the organization’s 

support and prioritization of security. In other words, the fact that both development and 

security personnel stated to have too little time for security training could potentially 

indicate that the organization’s support for security is lacking. In question 4, both 

groups rated the prioritization of security in their organizations quite neutrally but 

slightly on the positive side. One factor that could improve this rating could be to allo-

cate more time for security activities. 

We also wanted to know whether security professionals and development teams struggle 

with the same challenges. However, surprisingly, and contrary to what we had expected, 

the differences between security and development personnel were small. No substantial 

differences were detected, meaning that both groups struggled with the same challenges. 

Interestingly, this might be a result of DevSecOps itself. DevSecOps cultivates tight 

collaboration between the teams and enables security to be considered in each develop-

ment phase. As these barriers between teams dissolve, visibility, transparency, and col-

laboration increase. As a result, the teams’ issues may have become common ones. So 

instead of teams working on their issues separately, they would tackle them together. 
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For example, the issue of DevSecOps being difficult to implement for legacy reasons 

could be more easily resolved if the security team works on the issue together with the 

developers who are more familiar with the details of the system. So, the small differ-

ences may be a sign of DevSecOps working well. To further investigate this in future 

works, there would need to be a study comparing the experienced challenges between 

the teams using DevSecOps and those who do not. 

We also found that differences were significantly greater when making comparisons 

within security and development personnel. Though it can be expected that differences 

become larger and more apparent when sample sizes become smaller, most likely, this 

alone cannot explain the bigger differences. Let us discuss them in more detail. For the 

comparisons between leadership and developers, there were two issues with significant 

differences. The first issue was that security testing tools are too slow. The second issue 

was that DevSecOps is difficult to implement for legacy or infrastructure reasons. Nota-

bly, leadership rated these difficulties significantly higher than developers. One poten-

tial explanation for these differences could be the fact that people in leadership positions 

must look at a system as a whole. In contrast, developers would be more concerned 

about the software they are developing. Security testing takes longer when the security 

testing scope becomes larger. So, with larger testing scopes, the slowness of security 

testing tools becomes more of an issue. The same reasoning could explain why leader-

ship thought that DevSecOps was difficult to implement for legacy or infrastructure 

reasons. Leadership roles must zoom out and consider security between different sys-

tems or domains. Meaning they are more likely to encounter interoperability issues 

caused by infrastructure differences or legacy systems. 

We also made comparisons between the members of application security teams and oth-

er security roles. The biggest differences were with the three following statements. First, 

manual security activities are too laborious, second, security tools are too difficult to 

use, and finally, it is unclear how DevSecOps should be done. Other security roles rated 

the issues significantly higher than the members of application security teams. This is 

especially true for the issue of manual security activities being too laborious, where the 

difference was 1.20. There could be several reasons for these differences. The group of 

other security roles consists mostly of security champions. The role of security champi-

on is still very new, and their duties within DevSecOps are still evolving. In contrast, the 

description of the application security team’s duties is more mature and clearer. Also, 
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security champions do more manual security activities than the application security 

team. Much like leadership, security champions must consider the system as a whole 

when doing these manual security activities, for example, security risk assessments. 

These factors could explain why the group of other security roles felt that DevSecOps is 

still somewhat unclear and that security activities are too laborious. The members of 

application security teams rated the issue of security tools being too difficult to use 

much lower than the group of other security roles. This is not very surprising since ap-

plication security experts are used to running security testing tools, whereas other secu-

rity roles may not be experienced security testers. 

 

Figure 16: Question 12, Comparison between leadership and other security roles  

We also noticed an interesting trend in the answers to question 12 during the compari-

sons within the development and security personnel. Leadership rated seven out of the 

ten issues as more or equally severe as developers and other security roles rated nine out 

of the ten issues as more severe than the members of application security teams. When 

we compare the answers of leadership and other security roles seen in Figure 16, it turns 

out that both groups answered extremely similarly. The differences range from 0.01 to 
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0.50. As we proposed previously, the nature of these roles is such that they need to con-

sider the system as a whole. This could mean that they struggle with the same issues. 

The fact that both groups answered so similarly could support this notion. 

The previous finding led us to make a similar comparison between members of applica-

tion security teams and developers, seen in Figure 17. We see greater differences be-

tween these two groups. These differences could partially be explained by the groups 

focusing on smaller business areas at a time. Security tools being too difficult to use, 

had the biggest difference. Application security team members rated it as a low-level 

issue, whereas developers rated it as somewhat of an issue. The performed two-sample 

t-test rated the difference between the groups’ ratings as statistically significant, with a 

confidence level of 95%. Application security team members rated most of the chal-

lenges’ severity lower than developers. The bigger differences could be explained by a 

security knowledge gap. Developers can be expected to struggle more with the new se-

curity tasks than the more experienced security professionals.  

 

Figure 17: Question 12, Comparison between application security and developers  
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answers were similar relate to security tool installation and management. Automating 

security tools and adding them to the CI/CD pipelines usually requires application secu-

rity and development teams to cooperate. The required cooperation could explain why 

both groups rated these issues so similarly. Again, we return to our previously proposed 

interpretation that the tasks where teams have to collaborate are rated very similarly. 

7 Summary 

Software development today is moving in a faster-paced direction, raising the need for 

automating parts of the process to enable rapid development. However, quality controls 

like security activities take time to do properly. Previously, if there were any major se-

curity issues detected, a lot of resources were needed to fix the issues before the release. 

Hence, security could be seen as a speed bump just before the software’s release. In this 

thesis, we have discussed the proposed solution, the methodology of DevSecOps. In 

DevSecOps, the idea is to shift security to the left and to weave security into every de-

velopment phase. The goal is to detect and correct any potential security issues as early 

as possible. To save time and other resources in DevSecOps, some of the security activi-

ties are also automated. However, implementing DevSecOps has its challenges. In this 

thesis, we investigated the overall sentiments of teams implementing DevSecOps and 

the challenges they have faced with the transformation.  

We performed an online questionnaire to which 37 people answered. Participants were 

from either development or security backgrounds. From the results, we found that both 

groups saw clear value in implementing DevSecOps. Overall, participants thought that 

their security was improving with DevSecOps and that their software release processes 

had become faster. We found that the most common and the most severe issue was that 

participants felt they did not have enough time to improve security skills. The most in-

frequently encountered issue was the one of security tool selection being difficult. 

Overall, the issue rated as least severe was the issue that security testing tools are too 

slow. We also found some tested solutions. The most common tried solution was the 

principle of shifting security to the left by, for example, implementing threat modeling. 

However, in some cases, challenges had remained, or new ones had arisen from the tried 

solutions. Generally, participants expressed that implementing DevSecOps was still an 

ongoing process being improved bit by bit.  
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We also made comparisons between different groups. Contrary to what we had initially 

thought, both development and security personnel experienced the same issues. We pro-

posed that this could be due to DevSecOps working well, as to transform the groups’ 

own problems into common ones. We saw the differences increase significantly for 

some of the issues when comparing developers to leadership and members of applica-

tion security teams to other security roles. We noted that overall leadership and other 

security roles rated challenges more severely than developers and members of applica-

tion security teams. Furthermore, we had a surprising similarity of answers between 

leadership and other security roles and propose that this may be due to the scope in 

which the roles operate. Leadership and other security roles need to look at the system 

as a whole, whereas developers and application security team members may concentrate 

on one application at a time. There were bigger differences between application security 

team members and developers, but there were also some similarities. The gap in securi-

ty knowledge could be a likely explanation for the greater differences. For the issues 

where the groups answered similarly, we noted that they were issues that require the 

cooperation of both developers and application security team members. The results 

would suggest that those who collaborate, rate their experienced challenges similarly. 

However, this would need to be investigated further in the future.  
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Appendix 1. Two sample images from the online questionnaire 
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